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Discussion Guide
Where Do I Belong?

ConneCtIng: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your 
group with a way of connecting with one another so that 
you might partner in the work god is doing in your lives.)   

• in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 
what ways did you respond to him?

• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 
ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?

• how honest have you been with us? 
(graciously thank group members for their 
honesty if they state they have held back.) 

gettIng StarteD: 
10 minutes

• do you think it is important to have a place you 
call home and people you call family? could you 
elaborate?

DIvIng Into the text:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, discuss the way people in Jesus’ day 

understood the makeup of a person and how this 
might differ from our understanding today. 

• read luke 6.43-45 aloud. seek to imagine Jesus 
speaking these words to a crowd and that you are in 
that crowd. read the text once more. pay attention 
to how the words of Jesus impact you.  

• according to Jesus, how might one identify those who 
are truly his people? seek to find as many answers as 
possible in the text.  

• in what ways are the markers Jesus provides different 
or the same from those used today? what effect, if 
any, does this have? could you elaborate?  

• one might say that god’s covenant people are those 
who act like covenant people. according to Jesus, 
what does it take to act like a covenant person? is 
this what we typically look to with respect to the 
motivation and strength for such action? could you 
elaborate?  

• in speaking to his audience, Jesus is able to assume 
the story of god’s covenant with abraham because 
it was part of the fabric of his culture. in this story, 
abraham was transformed by god, enabled to live 
righteously, when he responded in faith to god 
(genesis 15.1-6). take a few moments and read 
this story aloud. the apostle paul returns to this 
story as he elaborates upon the point Jesus makes 
in his sermon. he too, states that the ability to live 
righteously comes when one orients their life around 
god in faith, not by trying really hard (romans 4.1-
5). take a few moments and read this text.  

• in light of the story of god’s covenant with 
abraham, what kind of response might Jesus be 



calling for from those who wish to be part of what 
he is doing? to what kind of life does this response 
lead when viewed in terms of covenant? in what 
ways, if any, is this similar or dissimilar to how you 
have understood a relationship of faith to work with 
god? could you elaborate? in what ways, if any, does 
this understanding of the outworking of faith make 
sense of how Jesus identifies those who are covenant 
people?  

• consider closing in prayer, offering yourselves in 
faithful relationship to god. 

  
Context anD BaCkgrounD
heart anD Mouth

in the ancient mediterranean world, little thought was 
given to the inner workings of the person. such introspection 
is a more recent phenomenon. rather, people understood 
themselves dyadically; that is, people understood themselves 
only in relationship with other people. therefore, most of 
their thought about themselves involved concrete external 
actions and relationships rather than inner-feelings or 
thinking. some greek and roman philosophers did delve, 
somewhat, into the inner-makeup of the person, seeking to 
divide the person into categories: body and soul; intellect, 
will, and conscience; virtues and vices; indwelling deity and 
the immortal soul. however, even these categories tended 
to lean toward the outward actions of people rather than 
seeking to understand inner-thought and feeling.  
what is important to notice is that, in scripture, the 
mediterranean concept of dyadic relationships is the 
governing principle for understanding people, with little 
attention being given to the inner-workings of the person. 
in scripture, people are portrayed concretely, typically 
through a lens that focuses on the outer person. nowhere 
in scripture do we find the hebrew writers or later new 
testament authors exploring the inner-person using the 
categories of greek and roman philosophers, though these 
have been used to interpret scripture, particularly plato’s 
dualism of body and soul. however, to read scripture 
through this platonic lens distorts the meaning of the text 
in view.  
while we do not discover the authors of scripture exploring 
the inner-make up of people, we can find a common way of 
understanding the person from the outside which gives 
some understanding into the ancient view of the inner-
workings of people. this understanding seems to fall into 
three categories: emotion-fused thought; thought-infused 
speech; and purposeful (thought/speech)-infused action. 
as we might expect, concrete/physical parts of the body 
were used to describe this concept of the person. the heart 

and eyes were linked with emotion-fused thought. the heart 
was understood to be the place where people knew, thought, 
understood and chose, while the eyes provided the data for 
the heart to sort (matthew 6.22-23; luke 6.45). the mouth 
was used to describe the concept of thought-infused speech. 
the mouth was understood to be the place from which the 
thoughts of the heart issued, the words themselves revealing 
the character and desires of the person (luke 6.45). the 
hands and feet were connected with purposeful action, action 
which was directly associated with the words spoken by the 
mouth. rarely do these three appear connected, as a whole, 
in one passage of scripture. most often, two of the three 
zones appear, but we do see the connection between the three 
in psalm 15 and proverbs 6.16-19. in both passages, the 
purpose is to describe, in concrete terms, the life god desires. 
in luke’s sermon on the plain, Jesus refers to two zones of 
the person: mouth and heart (luke 6.45). we might argue 
that he assumes the zone of purposeful action (hands and 
feet) as he moves to a discussion of concrete action of building 
on a solid foundation in verses 46-49, though he does not 
specifically identify this zone of action. in reading Jesus, 
we are tempted to interpret his words through our modern 
understanding of the person; that is, we are tempted to hear 
him speak of heart in terms of emotion or introspective feeling. 
in addition, we are tempted to understand him to speak about 
words in categories of intention or wish. in reality, Jesus is 
not speaking in these terms at all. when Jesus speaks about 
the heart, he is speaking of concrete thought, a physical 
reality within the person which is formed in a specific way 
to do specific things. when he speaks about the mouth, he is 
speaking about words which not only give voice to the concrete 
formation of the heart, but they go beyond intention to action, 
actions which are understood to take place in the physical 
world, in direct relationship with other people.  

the text
luke 6.43-45: Who are God’s covenant people?
in luke 6, Jesus preaches a sermon in which he addresses some 
of life’s maJor questions. as Jesus answers these questions, 
each answer builds a foundation for the answer to the next 
question. Jesus begins with the question of identity, noting 
that people in the kingdom of god bear the identity of blessed. 
this identity leads to an understanding of purpose. blessed 
people move through the world blessing others with the 
radical, fierce love of god. this purpose carries forward into 
how god’s people deal with what is wrong in the world. they 
refuse to engage in the process of Judgment and condemnation 
as this is the father’s role. rather, they seek to love everyone, 
including the wrong-doer with god’s radical love, even as 



they deal with their own out-of-placeness (sin).  
with these maJor questions answered, we have in view a 
basic understanding of what god’s kingdom people do. 
however, we are left asking who these people are. how 
does one identify the people who are in god’s kingdom? this 
is of particular import both for self-identification, which 
may be Jesus’ main point, but also for the identification 
of others. it is difficult to know which emphasis Jesus 
is providing contextually, as both could find a strong 
argument. one could argue that Jesus is emphasizing self-
awareness because of the preceding verses which encourage 
people to look to the care of themselves and their own sin. 
however, this kind of introspective thinking is more modern 
than ancient. while this may not be out of Jesus’ mind, 
the concrete nature of relationships was always in focus, 
particularly in terms of belonging to a group, for identity 
was only found when one was connected with a group. 
therefore, one could argue that what Jesus has in mind is a 
“test” which helps one find their group, a group known to 
be true kingdom people.  
Jesus’ test is quite simple and very concrete, something 
which should not surprise us. in the ancient mediterranean 
world, concrete action with respect to others was always 
most important. in keeping with this concept, Jesus states 
that the true identity of a person was revealed in their 
actions (luke 6.44). he brackets this principle with two 
agricultural illustrations which make the same point. trees 
bear fruit which are in keeping with their true identity. 
good trees bear good fruit, and bad trees bear bad fruit. 
figs do not grow on thorn bushes, and grapes are not found 
on thistle plants. with this test in mind, Jesus seems to say 
that his people are identified by their actions; that is, his 
people are those who live, in concrete ways, the life he has 
been describing. they lived out a blessed identity, loving 
others, and dealing with wrong in a loving manner. to 
behave differently identifies a person as not being a citizen 
of god’s kingdom.  
with this in mind, the question then turns to how one is 
to act as a kingdom person. one might view this question 
as involving the nature of how one enters the kingdom, 
and this is perhaps in view as one extrapolates upon what 
Jesus says. at a minimum, Jesus is explaining where kingdom 
action comes from. it comes from a heart which is good. 
in the ancient mediterranean understanding of the person, 
Jesus is not saying that these actions come from positive 
feelings or good intentions which are found in a person’s 
heart. what he is saying is that there is a concrete part of 
a person which has been formatively changed into something 

good, a goodness which comes out in speech and action. this 
kind of statement begs the question of how a part of oneself is 
formatively changed to good, which then leads to the kind of 
extrapolation mentioned above.  
thinking covenantally, the answer is rooted in the covenant of 
god with abraham (genesis 12, 15). in god’s covenant with 
abraham, we see a man invited to experience the blessed life 
god intended for the purpose of carrying forth that blessing 
(genesis 12.1-3); that is, we have a man invited into the very 
life Jesus is describing in his sermon. in light of what Jesus 
has Just said, to act in this manner, should abraham’s actions 
be in keeping with this manner of life, he would be identified 
as a part of god’s kingdom, a covenant partner with god. 
however, Jesus has also said that for this to be possible, a 
concrete part of abraham must be transformed to good. 
that is, abraham’s own out-of-placeness must be dealt with. 
Just how this happens with abraham is of great importance 
because it sets the pattern for how it must happen with 
future covenant partners, children of abraham. in genesis 
15, we discover the formalization of god’s covenant with 
abraham and some insight on abraham’s transformation. he 
chose to believe god and it was credited to him (by god) as 
righteousness (genesis 15.6). this is an important statement 
which needs to be explored. first, abraham believed. in the 
context, this means that abraham trusted that what god was 
saying was true. he trusted god’s faithfulness to his covenant 
promises and chose to enter into that covenant relationship. 
the new testament word for this is faith. based upon 
abraham’s belief/faith (entering into covenant relationship 
with god), god acted by creating righteousness in abraham. 
in the context, righteousness means concrete behavior which 
serves the community according to god’s norm; that is, a part 
of abraham was transformed which enabled him to act in 
keeping with god’s covenant invitation. this is the pattern to 
which all future children of abraham must look, a point paul 
makes in romans 4.1-5. the covenant life to which god’s 
kingdom people are called can only come when a part of them 
is transformed, making such a life possible. this life cannot be 
achieved through diligent work or good intention. rather, a 
person must willingly enter into a covenant relationship with 
god, trusting that god will be and has been faithful. upon 
this, god moves, creating a capacity within the person to live 
in covenant relationship with him, a relationship which leads 
to the life Jesus has been describing.  

real lIfe WIth Blake:
who am i? what am i here to do? how do i deal with what 
is wrong? these are all big questions, important questions 



question left unanswered. where do we belong? deep inside 
us is a longing to belong, to have a people and a place to call 
home. no one wants to be an orphan. and yet, many of us 
spend our days feeling orphaned, like we really don’t fit, or 
that people Just do not understand us. we try to fit in. we 
try on different hobbies, different sports affiliations, even 
different styles of clothing or music, Just to find a people, 
but we still feel somewhat out of place. so, how do god’s 
people find their people? how do they find where they belong? 
the standard answer has been to find a specific denomination 
or style of worship or preaching style and in that you will 
find your home. honestly, many people have tried this and 
found it lacking. in reality, denominations, styles of worship, 
preaching, or even programs have nothing to do with finding 
where you belong. according to Jesus, those who are his 
people belong among people who live like his people. home is 
found among god’s covenant people who act like his covenant 
people. they live contently and with Joy as blessed people. 
they love radically, and they carry out this love in the way 
they deal with wrong. these are the people who are family, 
and they come in all shapes and sizes. they preach in a widely 
divergent manner. they even sing in vastly diverse ways, but 
they are family, and when we are among them, if we are 
open, we will feel at home. being open takes a willingness 
to look for something other than that for which we have been 
looking. perhaps you have been looking for something like a 
specific type of worship or preaching, or even a particular type 
of programing as a “sign” that you belong. this week, could 
you perhaps be open to looking for something other? could 
you be open to looking for concrete actions, actions in the 
lives of people which identify them as god’s covenant people? 
in seeing these actions, could you consider what it might look 
like to connect and identify with these people as family, to act 
like family, to talk like family, for in so doing, you will find 
yourself home. 
almighty god, my heavenly father: i have sinned against you, 
through my own fault, in thought, and word, and deed, in 
what i have done and in what i have left undone. for the sake 
of your son our lord Jesus christ, forgive me all my offenses; 
and grant that i may serve you in newness of life, to the glory 
of your name. amen. 
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because they tell me how i am to act in the world if i am to be 
identified as a covenant partner with god. however, i am left 
asking, as a covenant partner with god, where do i belong 
in this world? with whom do i belong? deep inside me is a 
longing not to be alone. i want to have a home, a people, a 
place where i am accepted and welcomed, but where is that 
place? who are those people?  
growing up in the southern baptist convention and being 
educated in a southern baptist seminary, the answer was 
very clear. “your people are people who bear the name 
southern baptist.” simple enough. you move to a new town, 
you find your people when you find the sign which bears 
the name “southern baptist.” there was Just one problem. i 
didn’t always resonate with these people, nor they with me. 
we Just seemed to be out of step, and more so the further 
along on the Journey of faith i traveled. it wasn’t that we 
were antagonistic. we Just had two very different versions 
of life we were pursuing and the one i was pursuing was not 
looked upon all that favorably because it involved practical 
action based upon the life of Jesus and his gospel message, 
action which was “not approved” for southern baptist people. 
so, i found myself homeless and orphaned with no way of 
really knowing where i belonged. that was perhaps one of 
the hardest seasons of my faith Journey, a season in which 
i wanted to quit and bow out. this faith thing was too hard, 
too difficult, and god’s people were Just too mean. really.  
i spent some time wandering and wondering. who are my 
people? where is their sign? where are they found? a 
number of years ago, i finally began to realize that they 
were all around me. i was Just looking for the wrong sign. 
i had been looking for the physical sign on the road which 
said “god’s people are here,” but i began to realize that god’s 
people don’t put out signs like that. the signs they put out are 
much more subtle and much more powerful. they are signs 
like forgiving the one who has wronged them, loving the one 
who has cursed them, living with Joy and contentment in the 
face of pain, sorrow, and suffering. these were the signs they 
were putting out, signs which proclaimed loudly, “here is a 
person transformed and living in covenant relationship with 
god.” these were my people, and they met in buildings which 
bore all manner and sort of signs. they called themselves by 
different names. they sang all manner and sort of different 
songs. some were loud and some were soft, but they were all 
my people, and when i am around them, i feel at home. 

real lIfe WIth You:
who are we? why are we here? what do we do with what 
is wrong with the world? these are all important questions, 
questions which Jesus answers, but there is often one 


